00:47 to: Andi Hirsh
   Yes, sounds good so far.

01:40 to: LAM
   Do your libraries have bugs?

03:19 to: LAM
   You should of received this when you signed on

07:02 to: LAM
   Questions on prevention?

16:40 to: LAM
   Do you have any fur items in your library collection?

17:43 to: Andi Hirsh
   Yep!

17:48 to: Beth Skow - Palmer Public Library
   still can hear.

34:52 to: Andi Hirsh
   No questions yet

34:53 to: LAM
   Any questions?

34:58 to: LAM
   Comments?

35:06 to: LAM
   Recipes?

35:08 to: Andi Hirsh
   This is very informative, thanks!

35:28 to: Beth Skow - Palmer Public Library
   THis is great information.  I did not know how to look for insects.  we do have problems with sneaky mice.  i will definetly place the traps like you showed.

50:38 to: Andi Hirsh
   Thank you!

50:45 to: LAM
   Thanks Ellen!

50:48 to: Beth Skow - Palmer Public Library
   thank you Ellen, we will be ordereing those traps and start monitoring.
50:52 to: LAM
   Thanks for joining today

51:09 to: Andi Hirsh
   Can we get a copy of the powerpoint?

51:11 to: Beth Skow - Palmer Public Library
   perfect